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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

> Idea management programs are used to

> stimulate ideation within organizations

> support and channel employee ideas

> Based on voluntary contributions of employees 

> A classic form of these management programs is a 

suggestion box



INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION



INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

> Through relationships and within social 

networks, 

> people acquire information and 

> receive social support 

which may help them in their creative 

efforts along different phases of an 

innovation trajectory



RESEARCH PROBLEMRESEARCH PROBLEM

> Relationships are not static and 

constantly evolve depening on prior 

idea success

> Long-term relationship structures 

may not sufficiently explain idea 

success

> Necessity to (longitudinally) 

investigate relationships that 

actually emerge as ideas are 

developed and refined 



PRIOR RESEARCHPRIOR RESEARCH
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Examining how altered social network structures and change 

in those structures impact future idea success

Exploring how the outcome of a prior idea influences change 

in the social network structures of the ego (tie strength and 

network size) that created the idea



PRIOR RESEARCHPRIOR RESEARCH

> Radical-idea suggestion system of a multinational firm with 

archived data spanning 1,792 ideas suggested within 12 

years by 908 employees

> Social network structures of idea networks dynamically 

evolve between one and the next idea

> Prior idea success leads to positive change in tie strength 

and network size

> Inverted U-shaped relationship between tie strength and 

network size, as well as network size change and idea 

success



MOVING ON FROM HEREMOVING ON FROM HERE

Examining the effect of discussion length on idea success

Exploring how tie structure and node attributes influence how 

long people discuss a new idea with each other



HYPOTHESESHYPOTHESES

Construct Ability Motivation Opportunity

Functional- and 
departmental 
co-membership

• Similar 
capabilities, 
beliefs, and 
norms

• Co-location
• Socializing on 

similar 
occasions

Similarity in 
seniority and
decision maker 
power

• Psychological 
safety

• Socializing on 
similar 
occasions



HYPOTHESESHYPOTHESES

Construct Ability Motivation Opportunity

Joint friends • Resolving 
conflict

• Aligning views

• Higher 
willingness and 
obligation

• Psychological 
safety

Tie centrality • Aligning views • Higher 
willingness and 
obligation

• Being 
communication 
bottleneck

Tie strength • Complex 
knowledge 
exchange

• Higher 
willingness and 
obligation

• Psychological 
safety



HYPOTHESESHYPOTHESES

> High discussion length overcomes challenges in the front 

end of an idea trajectory

> Uncertainty

> Ambiguity

> Tacit knowledge



METHODMETHOD

> Data collected during a 14-month-

long, longitudinal, on-site field study 

in a multinational company 

> Mapping all 331 dyadic relationships 

regarding 17 new product ideas 

> 156 employees



METHODMETHOD

> Two phases:

> Idea development: leading up to a “readiness review” (company fit, 
general market potential, and fit with the current competences)

> Idea refinement: developing more accurate estimates of required 
resources as well as the risks involved, detailed plan of the technical 
approach, detailed analysis of how the idea would fit within the 
company and the existing project portfolio, searching internal 
customer

Idea generation 

and submission

Idea development Idea refinement

1st gate 2nd gate



FINDINGSFINDINGS

Variable Model 1
DV: Idea

discussion
length
(base)

Model 2
DV: Idea

discussion
length

Variable Model 3
DV: Idea
success
(base)

Model 4
DV: Idea
success

Model 5
DV: Idea
success

Cut point 1 3.41 (1.43) 10.64 (2.81) Constant -17.18 (16.65) -17.10 (13.25) -16.42 (12.99)
Cut point 2 4.68 (1.51) 12.69 (2.75)
Cut point 3 6.86 (1.50) 15.80 (2.80)
Cut point 4 9.55 (1.82) 18.93 (2.89)
Idea network size 0.00 (0.01) 0.03 * (0.01) Idea network size 0.39 * (0.16) 0.48 *** (0.12) 0.47 *** (0.12)
Idea potential 0.69 * (0.29) 0.56 (0.47) Idea potential 2.37 (3.05) 1.98 (2.30) 1.88 (2.27)
Strength of repeated tie 1.71 *** (0.33) 0.70 ^ (0.41) Strength of repeated tie 0.63 (0.71) 1.56 *** (0.48) 1.32 ** (0.50)
Idea involvement similarity 0.01 (0.12) -0.04 (0.22) Idea involvement similarity -0.28 (0.31) -0.58 ** (0.20) -0.61 ** (0.21)
Functional co-membership -0.56 (0.39) Functional co-membership -0.80 (0.62) -0.65 (0.61)
Departmental co-membership 0.02 (0.32) Departmental co-membership 1.65 * (0.82) 1.77 * (0.76)
Seniority similarity 0.11 (0.19) Seniority similarity 0.25 (0.29) 0.27 (0.28)
Decision maker similarity 0.35 (0.29) Decision maker similarity -0.48 (0.59) -0.54 (0.56)
Joint friends 2.23 ** (0.76) Joint friends -0.95 (1.95) -1.63 (1.69)
Tie centrality 9.46 *** (0.82) Tie centrality 0.14 (1.90) -1.65 (2.79)
Tie strength 0.59 *** (0.12) Tie strength 0.40 ^ (0.21) 0.29 (0.20)

Idea discussion length 0.62 ^ (0.35)

Wald X² 54.69 *** 477.09 *** Wald X² 8.77 ^ 70475.91 *** 18070.50 ***

Pseudo R² 0.04 0.29 Pseudo R² 0.57 0.62 0.63
Log pseudolikelihood -373.30 -277.53 Log pseudolikelihood -98.20 -86.50 -84.88
Wald test (added to base) 396.30 *** Wald test (added to base) 294.51 *** 411.63 ***

N 331 331 N 331 331 331
Clusters 17 17 Clusters 17 17 17



FINDINGSFINDINGS

Variable Model 1
DV: Idea

discussion
length
(base)

Model 2
DV: Idea

discussion
length

Variable Model 3
DV: Idea
success
(base)

Model 4
DV: Idea
success

Model 5
DV: Idea
success

Cut point 1 -3.01 (3.11) 6.22 (4.30) Constant -19.08 (12.72) -23.92 * (12.06) -23.97 * (11.57)
Cut point 2 -1.44 (3.09) 8.42 (4.35)
Cut point 3 2.02 (3.34) 12.30 (4.67)
Idea network size -0.01 (0.05) 0.00 (0.13) Idea network size 0.22 (0.22) 0.29 (0.21) 0.30 (0.22)
Idea potential -0.30 (0.56) -0.03 (0.82) Idea potential 3.74 (2.62) 3.35 (2.05) 3.29 ^ (1.93)
Repeated tie 1.03 *** (0.20) 0.97 * (0.47) Repeated tie 0.34 (0.49) -0.26 (0.82) -0.02 (0.80)
Idea involvement similarity -0.64 (0.45) -0.40 (0.34) Idea involvement similarity -0.06 (0.46) 0.06 (0.65) -0.09 (0.75)
Functional co-membership -0.63 ^ (0.34) Functional co-membership 1.16 (1.31) 1.26 (1.24)
Departmental co-membership 0.20 (0.61) Departmental co-membership -1.05 (0.79) -1.02 (0.82)
Seniority similarity 0.61 (0.50) Seniority similarity 0.87 * (0.36) 1.13 *** (0.27)
Decision maker similarity 0.99 ** (0.36) Decision maker similarity -1.05 ^ (0.61) -0.97 ^ (0.56)
Joint friends 1.12 ^ (0.66) Joint friends 4.19 *** (1.13) 4.58 *** (1.04)
Tie centrality 6.34 * (2.60) Tie centrality 3.96 * (2.01) 5.55 ** (2.12)
Tie strength -0.27 (0.45) Tie strength 0.46 (0.40) 0.35 (0.37)

Idea discussion length -0.80 ** (0.31)

Wald X² 32.98 *** 477.09 *** Wald X² 7.88 ^ 91.38 *** 95.13 ***

Pseudo R² 0.05 0.29 Pseudo R² 0.29 0.49 0.52
Log pseudolikelihood -140.91 -277.53 Log pseudolikelihood -65.32 -46.65 -44.77
Wald test (added to base) 396.30 *** Wald test (added to base) 21.67 ** 22.40 **

N 144 144 N 144 144 144
Clusters 10 10 Clusters 10 10 10



DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

> The structural aspects of the tie such as joint friends, tie 

centrality, and tie strength predicted how long people 

discuss an idea in the development phase

> These structural explanations encompass a combination of ability and 
motivational elements

> In the refinement phase, picture is less clear (negative 

influence of co-membership, positive of similar seniority 

status, joint friends, and tie centrality)



DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

> Higher discussion length between two people in the 

development phase matters for subsequent idea success

> Laying the groundwork for the success, getting to the bottom of a 
problem, making sure that people are on the same page

> Higher discussion length between two people in the 

refinement phase hurts subsequent idea success

> Sign of conflict and confusion, basic parameters and direction of an 
idea are not clear, people focus on trying to understand each other but 
it distracts them from working on finalizing the idea 



DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

> Less focus on stable relations but more on instrumental, 

idea-based, interactions

> Fine-grained understanding of when these interactions 

matter and how they come about

> Combining both tie structure and node attributes

> Focus on idea quality, not quantity (adaptation perspective)
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